
AESTHETIC & PICTORIAL C O M M U N I C A T I O N 

THE SENSE OF ART 

Art is the imprint of life upon our consciousness, and a facet of t ru th 
projected within a particular framework of understanding. Relation 
of representation to art is and old and enduring process. Already with 
Plato and Aristotle, we are in a situation were imitation and resem-
blance were considered to be the main factors in art. This lasted well 
into the late nineteenth century, when philosophers became increas-
ingly aware of art as less concerned with imitation or resemblance 
and more concerned with aboutness. Works of art by Picasso and 
Duchamp are still about something. Ready-made and found objects 
such as Fountain and In Advance of a Broken Arm possess aboutness. 

They have semantic content, and the artist intended them to mean 
something. Even avant-garde works of art that defy interpretation 
have a subject, and mandate interpretation. On the other hand, pure 
orchestral music and non-representational architecture seem to re-
sist a definition of art in terms of aboutness. There is much art that is 
about anything. Pure decoration is another example. Such artworks 
can be simply beautiful, 'beneath interpretation', and 'solely in virtue 
of the perceptual impact they make on us'.109 According to Carroll, 
representation-type theories of art are inadequate to address all pos-
sible cases, much art is indeed representational, and visual art is es-
pecially likely to be representational."" 

Thinking about expression-theoretic account of art we come into 
terms of different emotions like sadness, joy, or fear. They became 
especially pronounced at the end of the eighteenth century, perhaps 
as a result of Romanticism and the rise of absolute music, and they 
resulted in a notable subjective turn in artistic practice throughout 
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.111 According to Carroll, 
x is a work of art if and only if X is (1) an intended (2) transmission 
to an audience (3) of the self-same (type-identical) (4) individual-
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ized (5) feeling state (emotion) (6) that the artist experienced (him-
self/herself) (7) and clarified (8) by means of lines, shapes, colours, 
sounds, actions and/ or words ." 2 

When philosophers of art talk about what, for example, poems ex-
press, they are not thinking broadly about the communication of 
ideas. For them, what get expressed are certain human qualities (also 
known as anthropomorphic properties), notably emotional tones, 
moods, emotively coloured attitudes, and the like. That is, the con-
cept of expression that concerns philosophers of art is the one in 
evidence in sentences like: 'This artwork expresses joy'.113 But this 
seems to be too narrow a conception of expression, although many 
philosophers, like Kant, write about the expression of aesthetic ideas, 
and these are not mere feelings. Much art is expressive, but it is not 
the case that all art is expressive of emotion. A great deal of twenti-
eth-century art is preoccupied with ideas, rather than emotions.114 

Nelson Goodman considered the idea of art media as symbol systems, 
which differ f rom natural languages in that they are non-discursive 
and are capable of being replete with significance. The use of these 
systems to create meanings is governed by rules, which are mostly 
intuitive and natural, but are also pardv conventional. In this view, 
artistic thinking is the processing of the terms of a symbol system, 
creating significance and following the appropriate rules ."5 Aesthetic 
thinking is the perception of that significance in the arrangement of 
those terms. Thinking in art is the goal of aesthetic education. While 
aesthetics as a concept is surrounded by some ambiguity, much of it 
emanates from the very nature of aesthetics itself. Aesthetics deals 
with how viewers interpret the nature of art and why they respond 
to art as they do. The ambiguous and problematic issues related to 
aesthetics emanate from variable character of individuals and human 
cultures generally, and the subsequent variable interpretations and 
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meanings given to artistic phenomena. In this sense, aesthetic study 
deals with the phenomenological and cultural dimension of artistic 
experience. 

Aesthetics deals with the variable nature of art, and involves contested 
concepts. For example, Morris Weitz's theory of art as a contested 
concept is based on the work of Ludwig Wittgenstein who argued 
that no one trait can be found in common among some categories of 
meaning and for some types of objects and activities that are called 
art. Weitz followed this and described the quest for a single theory 
of the nature of art as a fool's errand. No one theory sufficiently 
explains art for all times and all places. Artistic meanings, functions, 
and forms are adjustable to changing individual and social contin-
gencies."6 We should think of art as an open concept, one whose 
boundaries could never be finally drawn and whose future could not 
be predicted. 

We can think of artworks as things that have one or more of a number 
of qualities, chief among which are those identified by the major his-
torical theories of art we have considered. A work may have some 
of the qualities identified as important by the representational, ex-
pressionist or formalist theories, no one of them being essential, any 
one of them being sufficient. Aesthetic study can proceed f rom the 
premise that the aesthetic instructional enterprise is problematic 
and embedded in social implications and significance. There are two 
slightly different ways of talking about aesthetic qualities and the ex-
periences around them. Firstly, we can think of their character as 
totally perceptual like perceiving colours. So, it is possible to speak of 
the quality of aesthetic experience, and the pleasure of things. Sec-
ondly, we can think of aesthetic qualities related to meanings, and 
try to interpret their significance in order to understand them. It is a 
question of the depth of art and the insights it brings. Our tradition 
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of art has for over a century been in a state of continuous change. It 
has consisted of a succession of movements and styles, accompanied 
by a value system that promotes change and results in the deliberate 
search for the new and the discontinuous. 

For example, formalism in art arose as a reaction to representational 
theories of art. Modern artists eschewed pictorial illustration, com-
posing paintings out of of ten non-representational shapes and masses 
of colour. Their aim was not to capture the perceptual appearances 
of the world, but often to make images noteworthy for their visual 
organization, form, and arresting design. John Cage's music or Rob-
ert Morris 's sculptures are formless but nevertheless art. It is not 
always clear what a significant form in art should be. Problems seem 
to be erupting with respect to the requirement that the exhibition 
of significant form be designed or intentional."7 Formalism was not 
content with providing a descriptive account. It was an at tempt to 
influence artistic practices by identifying what is important about art. 
It offered a definition of art that was more evaluative than descriptive. 
By identifying what it saw as important about art, it wanted to influ-
ence the way we decide what things are artworks rather than sim-
ply to describe it. Actually it did not clearly distinguish the descrip-
tive and the evaluative approaches, but seemed to assume that they 
amounted to the same goal. Making a work of art is an intentional 
activity. Making art cannot be viewed as something that involves only 
an artist and an art object; artists seek to convey meaning to others. 
In order to do this, they must consider the perceptual and cognitive 
capacities to their audiences. 

They must believe that others possess capacities and tendencies to 
see, think, and reason just as they do. They must also assume a com-
mon body of knowledge and belief, and they must assume a similarity 
of interests between them and their audience. It is by exploiting all 
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of these things that artists are able to manipulate the physical ma-
terials of their chosen medium and produce configurations that are 
comprehensible and interesting to others. Art appreciation is in large 
measure design appreciation, knowing how the work works, seeing how 
its parts are intended to function toward the realization of the points 
or purposes of the work. A natural object of artistic appreciation is 
artistic form, where artistic fo rm is understood functionally. What 
we appreciate in an artwork is how the forms function as means to 
bring about the ends of the artwork. How suitable an artwork is de-
signed to acquit its purpose is a remarkable source of the pleasure 
one can find in an artwork. Contemplating the way in which their 
design functions to secure the point frequently gratifies the reflection 
upon artworks. 

Creating an artwork involves electing the forms that the artist be-
lieves will function optimally toward realizing the point or purpose 
of the work. Forms are selected because they are intended or de-
signed to per form certain functions."8 In order to analyse the form 
of an artwork functionally, it is necessary to have some conception 
of the point of the work, which may be easy to isolate but it can also 
be elusive. That is why a formal analysis can go side by side with 
other interpretations of the work. Through a thorough interpreta-
tion it is possible to pick up the themes of the work, and use them 
as guides to relevant formal choices. Philosophical problems can also 
arise from the activities of art critics and historians. In fact, when 
people talk about art their assumptions may become more notice-
able and their inconsistencies more obvious. For that reason, much 
of aesthetics is reflection on what people say about art, rather than 
on artworks themselves. Aesthetic can also be used as an adjective to 
describe states of mind of the observer. Our state of mind is aesthetic 
whenever we look at things tor the qualities and significance of their 
appearances. The methods of aesthetics cannot be reduced to rule 
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but can be described as considering examples and counter-examples, 
making connections with earlier knowledge, and looking at language 
carefully, and considering the history of ideas. 

TOWARDS AESTHETIC INTENTIONS 

The historical, philosophical approach to aesthetic deals with what 
aestheticians have said, styles in aesthetic dialogues, and schools ot 
aesthetic thought. It offers a structured approach, closely resembling 
the content structure and teaching methodologies found in general 
education. This kind of educational and philosophical perspective is 
compatible with academic rationalism, because it is an intellectualised 
approach to aesthetics. Aesthetics is a unique form of perception and 
experience, and the proponents of this approach usually believe that 
art can provide intense experiences that entail perception of visual 
and tactile qualities integral to the object being viewed. There are real 
differences in aesthetics concerning the works of art. Some of them 
are better than others, and this means something different than that a 
given person simply likes some works of art better than others. At the 
same time, I want to work toward a theory of establishing questions 
around aesthetics that are open and flexible. There must be room for 
reasoned argument concerning the relative aesthetic merit of various 
works of art. Aesthetic experience occurs within the viewer and not 
literally in the object itself. 

A central difficulty in establishing a theory of aesthetic judgement is 
that aesthetic value seems always to come back to experience, and 
experience is by its nature subjective. The primacy of aesthetic ex-
perience in establishing aesthetic value must be maintained. Great 
works of art are considered great, ultimately, because of the quality 
of the experience they are able to provide. Regardless of any formal 
qualities that could be pointed out in a work of art, e.g. intricate line, 
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